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control, security and training purposes.

Felixstowe Partnership Funded PCSO Report for September 2019
SNT Agreed Priorities for September:

Actions and Outcomes

1. Parking – Town Centre, Hamilton Road
2. ASB – Skate Park

Regular patrols and enforcement
Regular patrols, engagement to deter ASB + Crime

Total Parking Offences for Sept: 28

Offences Recorded Dec 18- Sept 19
150
100
50
0

Recorded Offences

Average

I have been patrolling the skate park on a daily basis during all times the day.
Following reports of weapons being found patrols were increased and I
conducted a small weapon sweep in the area to ensure that there were no
more weapons. Anti-social behaviour has been low and there have been
sporadic isolated incidents which have occurred at the skate park. These
have been dealt with at the time and users of the park continue to enjoy and
use the facilities.

As the summer holidays have
ended parking problems have
ceased in the seafront areas
and returned to normal in and
around the town. Regular
patrols in the town has kept
offences down and
opportunities to educate
drivers have resulted in less
tickets having to be issued.
Illegal parking is still an issue
outside of Barclays Bank, in
part due to the limited
signage in the area which is
leaving some drivers
confused or unaware of the
restrictions. Patrols are
continuing in the area
however drivers are still
ignoring the restrictions along
the entire stretch of Hamilton
Road.

Looking towards October patrols will be further increased during the half-term
period to help deter any anti-social behaviour which may occur while the kids
are off school.
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